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Kaleidoscope

CLASS ACTION — One of the most typical scenes at
die North Texas State University campus is the mass
of bicycle riders traveling back and forth between
classes. Bicycles have proved to be both handy and
time saving.

Commuter from Dallas carries transportation to and from campus

Bike Riders Ranks
Growin enton

Not long ago. a Denton auto dealer and a
bicycle salesman were having an argument.

It. was a friendly type of argument, one of
those discussions where there was more
joking than anything else.

But this conversation was on a subject
close to each of the men's hearts — the
merits of various cars and bicycles.

"i don't care what car you like." said the
bike man, "but whatever it is. it's being
outsold by bicycles in Denton two to one."

Whether the bicycle man's statement was
valid or not. it certainly has the earmarks of
truth.

Obviously, bicycles are cheaper than
autos. Ami the gasoline expense are cer-
tainly only less than a car, they are
nonexistent.

Dut other than all that, anyone driving
down any neighborhood in any part of the
city will soon learn that Denton is a city of
hikes.

In fact, it has been that way for some tine.
Bicycles swarm down Mingo Road and for

f h a t matter in the downtown areas.
Bicycle Clubs practically each weekend

lake long rides and the clubs arc- gaining
members at practically every bend of the
road.

Denton police officers have a strong in-
terest in bicycle safety, and pains have been
laken in recent years to hold bicycle clinics.

Bicycles arc aiso changing the face of the
downtown area, as bicycle racks have
suddenly appeared on the downtown square.

More are scheduled to appear if the firs?,
fines arc actually put to use.

And the change is not only due to the
number of bicycles and growing public
notice of the fact.

There are also a complete change in the
riders.

Time was in Denton when bicycle riders

were youngsters somewhere between junior
high age and those just on the verge of ap-
plying for a driver's license.

Not so. any more.
Young adults — and old adults — are seen

pedaling down the street at nearly every
other intersection.

And those who feel that they've reached
me age where a bicycle might be a bit
dangerous, there's always a tricycle.

For several senior citizens have .banded
together for tricycle trips.

But these three-wheelers are not or-
dinarily tricycles. They are giant tricycles
and it takes more skill than you would
believe to operate one.

Bicycle riders are generally lost until they
get the feel of the big tricycles.

One group of oldsters take trips around
neighborhood and go shopping together.
They wear bright yellow jackets and call
themselves the "Yellow Jacket Gang.''

But the bulk of the bicycle riders in
Denton are more likely students.

And Jheir reasons are more than fun or
economics, although both of these probably
play a part.

Students use the bicycles because they art-
handy.

VV j th parking space at a premium around
North Texas State University, a bicycle is
perhaps the most convenient method of
traveling from one end of the campus >.o
another.

Bicycles racks abound at NTSU and there
is no quesiton about these being used.

Some students find a bicycle so much a
necessity they transport them back and
forth from Dallas and Fort Worth by their
cars.

They still have to find parking place, but
after that they take off on their bikes and
.save a good deal ul shoe leather.
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BEATING THE RAP — Bicycle riders also have an advantage is traveling over the
North Texas State University campus. As more and more cars, crowd the campus
tfiey are among the few who do not Feel the stress of hunting parking space- Nor are
tiaey particularly worried about getting an overparkitig UcfeeL

OTHER CONCEPTS —Not ail cyclists in Denton ride
on two wheels. Some of senior citzens have founded a
giant tricycle club, which'they use for both exercise
and for shopping. Just to make sure they are .seen, all
the members wear bright yellow jackets. They call
themselves the "Yellow Jacket Gang."
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